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WHISTLEBLOWER REPRISAL INVESTIGATION 

DEFENSE INFORMATION SCHOOL 
FORT MEADE, MARYLAND 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We detennined that Com lainant made a protected disclosure to 
U.S. Ann , DINFOS, and 

DINFOS, regarding reasonably believed Privacy Act violations 
.er re ferred to as pnvacy violations) in the workplace. 

We substantiated the allegation that- downgraded Complainant
sFY14 
performance apappraisal in reprisal for Complainant's disclosures to-and 

We did not substantiate the allegation that concurredwith Complainant's 
downgraded )<14 performance appraisalrating by in reprisal for Complainant's 
disclosures to- and 5edaction 

By letter dated August 2, 2016, we provided- the opportunity to comment on 
the results of our investigation. In his response, via email, dated August 22, 2016, -
disagreed with our conclusion that he administered Complainant a downgradedFY14 
perfo1mance appraisal in reprisal for his protected disclosures. - denied ever reprising

st a subordinate who reported violations. After reviewing the matters presented by 
, we stand by our conclusions. 1 

We recommend that the Director of the Defense Media Activity review, reevaluate and 
implement appropriate remedial action with respect to &oPSOainant
V doZnJUadedFY14 
perfo1mance appraisal, and take appropriate action with respect to- for the 
substantiated reprisal against Complainant. 

1 While we have included what we believe is a reasonable synopsis of-response, we recognizeize that anywe reco 
attempt to summarize risks oversimplification and omission. Accordingly, we incorporate comments 
where appropriate throughout this report and provided a copy ofhis response to the Management O c1al together 
with this report. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

Complainant began employment at DINFOS on December 10, 2010, as a-
Instmctor for the Public Affairs Qualifications Course in the Public Affairs Leadership 
Department (PALD). Complainant'sComplainant's immediate supe1visor was 
supe1visor was , and his Non-Supe1visory Team Lead was 
Complainantdeparted his1s position at DINFOS on November 15, 2014, an cunentlyy works as a 

Senior Public Info1mation Officer, Department ofHomeland Security (DHS), 
Washington, D.C. 

III. SCOPE 

This investigation covered the period of 28 to July 29, 2014. The investigation January 
included inte1views of Complainant,- , , and 12 witnesses. In addition, we 
reviewed comparator data on the Agency's FY14 per 01mance appraisals, Agency-provided 
personnel file info1mation, and relevant email messages. 

IV. STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

The Depa1tment ofDefense Inspector General (DoD IG) conducts whistle blower reprisal 
investigations involving civilian appropriated-fund employees of the Department under Section 
7(a) ofAppendix 3 of Title 5, United States Code, "Inspector General Act of 1978," as amended. 
Fmther, under DoD Directive 5106.01, "Inspector General of the Depa11ment of Defense," 
DoD IG receives and investigates such complaints of reprisal generally in accordance with 
Title 5, United States Code, Section 2302 (5 U.S.C. 2302). 

V. FINDINGS OF FACT 

On Januruy 28, 2014. requested his team members (including 
Complainant), to provide up ate te ewor agreements. Those telework agreements included 
Complainant's name and address which constih1tes personally identifiableinfo1mation (PII)2 . 

Subsequent! , Com lainant and , - , fonner Instructor, DINFOS, 
questioned at the same time as to why he requested and needed their telework 
agreements. 

Complainant testified to us that he asked why he needed their telework 
agreements, iven that was not his supervisor. Complainant told us that 
accordina to directed him to gather those agreements. Complainant 
and an updated telework agreement, and immediately 

Complainant said that based on his experience as a f01mer 

his second level 
. 

2 DoDD 5400.11 defines PII as Information used to distinguish or trace an individual 's identity, such as name, social 
security munber, date and place ofbi1ih, mother's maiden name, biometric records, home phone numbers, other 
demographic, personnel, medical, and financial infom1ation. PII includes any information that is linked or linkable 
to a specified individual, alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information. For purposes of 
this issuance, the term PII also includes personal info1mation and information in identifiable form. 
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supervisor, he knew onlyonly a supervisor could access his personal information, and therefore, 
- was not authorized to have his telework agreement. 

Hey, man,just so you knowso ou know you can't do that. You're not our 
supervisor. has to collect these. Because I don't have a 
problem doing my te telework agreement butbut that's a personnel issue. 
That has to be done by--or- . 

- also related to us that he did not remember if Complainant approached 
him about his collection of teof telework agreements or to convey that Complainant believed it was a 
privacy violalation.- saidhe knew_ Complainant had discussed the situation with 
- but wasnot a party to their converconversat10n. 

According to Complainant, on January 28, 2014, he and approached 
- for clarification after they questioned r arding his access to their 
telework a agrreements containing PII. Complainant stated told them that 

was not authorized to have their telework agreements because he was not their 
cotToborated Complainant's testimony to us. 

- could not remember Complainant disclosing privacy violations regarding 
unauthorized access to telework agreements. However, she confiimed that a telework agreement 
is a contract between an employee and his/her supervisor, and she could not understand why 
anybody else would have a need for that info1mation. 
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I would like to file a fo1mal grievance against. 
] . I finnly believe he is engaging in retribution 

arassment because I used the open door policydoor olicy to discuss the 
problems of the department with . Additionally, I need 
to file a complaint over the telewor pape1work issue because I am 
re uired to rovide my telework pape1work t 

], who is not my supe1visor. That pape1work 
contams PII and must be stored in compliance with AI 15, which 
it is not. I advised of that issue, which is what 
prompted [ Complamant to come to you about it. You were 
involved with it after that oint. I will be filin that com laint 
throu h 

lS t e 
Do I sta1t this process through 

you? 

having access 

fathom" tha 

violations to 


testified that he had a conversation with about 
access to telework agreements once he became aware of the alleged privacy 
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Regarding his knowledge of Complainant's disclosures,- testified that he did 
not have specific knowledge that Complainant disclosed alleged privacy violations. He 
surmised, however, that Complainant was the person who complained, as he noted past 
occasions where Complainant spoke openly at work about issues which bothered him. Redaction 
- stated that he had to "talk to" Complainant more than once about it. 

emailed- and carbon copied 

, DINFOS regarding privacy violations. The email stated: 


Good Morning, I was notified ofa privacy act violation in P ALD. 
Per DoD 5400.11-r and the Privacy Act of 1974, Personally 

is not entitled to view the PIT on telework 
agreements (DD Fonn 2946). It is illegal for a non-supe1visor to 
gather and store pape1work that contains PII. Please remove all 
telework agreements from- . This information must 
be stored in a locked file cabinet that is only aaccessible by the 
supe1visor. Ifyou have any questions please let me know. 

Identifiable Infonnation (PII) must be safe guarded. 

- stated- notified 
containing PIT inf01mation, which were unsecured. 
him of the situation and directed him to correct the s1tuat1on. 
- in writing. 


On Febrna1y 3, 2014, redaction adminstered a counseling memorandum for 
record (MFR) for privacy violations regarding unauthorized access of 
telework agreements. The MFR stated: 

I have been notified by our privacy act coordinator,-
.redaction, of a Privacy Act violation in your department. Per DoD 
5400.11-r and the Privacy Act of 1974, personally identifiable 

3 The DoD 5400.11-R, Privacy Program, states a disclosure is defined as the transfer of any personal infonnation 
from a system ofrecords by any means of communication (such as oral, written, electronic, mechanical, or actual 
review) to any person, private entity, or Government Agency, other than the subject of the record, the subject's 
designated agent, or the subject's legal guardian. Personal infonnation is information about an individual that 
identifies, links, relates, or is unique to, or describes him or her, e.g., a social security number; age; military rank; 
civilian grade; marital status; race; salary; home/office phone numbers; other demographic, biometric, persormel, 
medical, and financial infonnation, etc. Such infonnation is also known as PII (i.e., information which can be 
used to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, date and place of 
birth, mother's maiden name, biometric re.cords, including any other personal information which is linked or 
linkable to a specified individual). 
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info1mation (PII) must be safeguarded. TTT LeadsLeads or anyone 
else, except you the supervisor, are not authorized to view or store 
documents with personally Identifiable Info1mation. 
- is not entitled to view the PIIon telework 
agreements �'' )orm 2�4��. ,taForm 2946). It is illegal for a non-supervisor to 
gather and store pape1work that contains PII. Please remove all 
telework agreements from . This info1mation must 
be stored in a locked file cabinet that is only accessible by the 
supervisor. 

DoD Regulation 5400.11-R "Department ofDefense Privacy Program," Chapter 4 
"Disclosure ofPersonal Infonnation to Other Agencies and Third Parties," paragraph C4.2 
covers the conditions under which the disclosure of records pertaining to an individual is allowed 
to a DoD official or employee without their consent. Specifically; 

• 	 The requester has to have a need for the record in the perfo1mance of their assigned 
duties. 

• 	 The intended use of the record generally relates to the purpose for which the record is 
maintained, and 

• 	 Only those records as are minimally required to accomplish the intended use are 

disclosed. 


The directive explicitly states that "rank, position, or title alone does not authorize access 
to personal infonnation about others." 

stated: 
Boss, Wish I'd worded it a little differently. Have since emailed a 
couple notes to ] . Suffice to say, -
[Complainant] and continue to stay busy w/their [with their] 
agendas. 

On April 18, 2014, - and- signed Complainant's FY14 perfo1mance 
appraisal containing a rating of �0et� forafor the critical elements ofof "Supports Organizational 
Goals and Mission," and "Teamwork," with an overall perfo1mance appraisal rating ofLevel 3, 
"Acceptable". Complainant's FY14 appraisal was a downgrade in comparison to Complainant's 
FY12 and FY13 perfonnance appraisals, which were both Level 5 "Excellent" ratings. 
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- stated to us that "you've got to really have some pretty profound and detailed 
Justification for an "exceeds." 

- testified the reason he rated Complainant with "Met" ratings for Teamwork 
S 1is Organizational Goals and Mission was because of his "whining" behavior. 

testified that Complainant would complain, making comments such as: , got a 
p testified that I got a problem; why are we doing this; why did she do this seems 
so unfair." redaction speculatedthat Complainant would complain "maybe once eve1y couple 
ofweeks." Although providing candid input to problem-solving processes, including opposing 
viewpoints, is pa1i of Com ainant's critical element of "Supports Organizational Goals, -
Mission, and Functions," stated that Complainant did not provide positive suppo11 to 
some final decisions made y g er authorities, which we note is also required for that critical 
element. Likewise, promoting a team atmosphere and modeling a collegial approach inin dealing 
with faculty is a requirement of the critical element of "Teamwork." Instead, stated 
that Complainant publically griped in the work spaces, evidencing his displeasure with 
management decisions. He opined that Complainant nega- ivel affected the atmosphere within 
the organization and hindered collegiality of the faculty. did not provide fmiher 
reasons for the downgrades ofboth critical elements, but stated that a "Met" was "not an "F" on 
[Complainant's] repo1i card," and that he recommended Complainant for a cash award. 

We reviewed the Complainant's FY14 appraisal and note that, although the Complainant 
was downgraded from an "Exceeded" to a "Met" in the critical elements of "Supports 
Organizational goals and Mission" and "Teamwork," the narrative po1iion of Complainant's 
appraisal reflects only positive comments about the Complainant's pe1fonnance and does not 
address why the Complainant was marked down for both critical elements. In addition, the 
narrative does not advise the Complainant of the necessa1y changes in his performance which 
must be met to raise his rating for these critical elements. 

DINFOS HR provided comparator data documenting FY13 and )<14 perfonnance 
appraisals for P ALD GS employees. In FYI3, the data showed tha- and- , 
as Rating and Reviewin Officials, respectively, rated five - PALD Instructors (including 
Complainant�, and two PALD Academic Directors as Level 5 "Excellent." In FY14, 
- and rated four Instructors (including Com lainant and two Academic 
Directors. Out ofsix perfo1mance appraisals rated by and in FY14, only 
Complainant received a downgraded perfonnance appra1sa s fr·om a Leve 5 "Excellent" to a 
Level 3 "Acceptable." 
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By comparison, Complainant's FY12 and FY13 performance appraisal ratings were 
"Exceeded" in the critical elements of"Teamwork" and "Supports Organizational Goals and 
Mission," and an overall rating of"Level 5, Excellent." 

- testified that he did not uestion- appraisal of Complainant's
FY14 pe1fonnance because he trusted assessment of his subordinates ' 
perfonnance. - stated that h.e reviewedaComplainant ssperfonnance appraisal and 
believed the rating suppo1ted the verbiage. - further testified he only had periodic 
contact with Complainant whilewhile Complainant worked at DINFOS and did not oversee his daily 
perfo1mance. - related: "I just look at what the statements are and I can tell by looking 
at this these are not excellent. There's not enough there to justify an excellent bullet." 

stated that he did not know what - discussed with Complainant, and 
did not question action because he "had no basis for believing there was any type of 
discrimination or repnsa against >>Complainant@. :hen redaction sent him the emailsent him the em.ail referring 
to and Complainant's �agendas,�re[action was perple[ed asas to what was referring and simplyydiscarded the email." Pertaining to the MFR that he gave to 
redaction statedstated that was not a disciplinruy action, but merely an administrative remedy 
to correct an eITor. Lastly, - denied giving Complainant a downgraded perfo1mance 
appraisal in reprisal. 

Between June 20 and July 3, 2014, Complainant applied to ato a 
- position,. , Announcement- , with DRS, Washington, D.C. 

On July 14, 2014, Complainant received an official notification via USA JOBS that he 
was refeITed to the selecting official for job annOlmcement 

, DHS, Customs and Border Protection,. , 
ashin ton, D.C., interviewed Complainant for USA JOBS 

On July 29, 2014, as an employment reference 
because Complainant was a potential DHS hire. testified that - told her 
Complainant "had roblems learning and growing when he was -within the office." She also 
stated that uestioned whether Complainant had a Bachelor's degree and suggested 

testified that said he would not rehire 
Complainant, but wou not give a reason. was skeptical of-
statements to her as she had Com lainant's Bachelor degree documentation before she discussed 
Complainant with- . provided a DHS reference check form which 
conoborated her testimony. 

- testified that a woman from DHS called him as an employment reference for 
Complainant, but he could not recall if she asked ifhe would rehire Complainant if the situation 
arose in the future. However- testified that he would have advised her that he would 
not rehire Complainant ifasked because he hadhad not "found him to be a team player as much as I 
would have liked." 
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- provided an unsigned memorandum, dated August 12, 2014, to support his 
assertion that Complainant complained about decisions in an open forum which did not create 
the collegial atmosphere he was looking for. The memorandum stated: 

As you know, as part of an overall rotation in personnel, I have 
assigned you to the P AQC team for teaching this fall. 

I understand that, following the initial objections you voiced, you 
have now, on a continuing basis, expressed objections to others 
about your specific role, e.g., line instructor, and have questioned 
the decision of the lead instructor to place someone other than 
yourself in the Journalism billet. 

Cease and desist. 

Such speech and conduct is not helpful to the collegial atmosphere 
we endeavor to nurture in the department - and it detracts from the 
important work we have been hired to accomplish. 

- could not remember ifhe presented that memorandum to Complainant, though 
he said he spoke with him about it. 

On November 17, 2014, Complainant began working at DHS as a 

-,in Washington, D.C. 


VI. ANALYSIS 

A. Did Complainant make a protected disclosure? Yes 

We determined that Complainant made two protected disclosures under 5 U.S.C. 2302. 

Disclosure to regarding privacy violations (i.e., unauthorized access oftelework 
agreements) on January 28, 2014 

As evidenced above, a preponderance of the evidence established that Complainantmade 
a protected disclosure under 5 U.S.C. 2302(b )(8) when he disclosed to--, what he 
reasonably believed were becausewere violations of privacy laws, rules or regulations be
--had access to his telework files. --actions may not have, in fact, 
violated DoD 5400.11-R. was a "DoD Official" whose request for telework 
agreements may have been justified because he provided administrative support to the distance 
learning program and required knowledge of the telework schedules of his team members. 
However, we determined Complainant's belief that violated laws, rules, or 
regulations was reasonable after- concurred with him when he brought the issue to her. 
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Additionally, the subse uent email from- to- also con oborated 
Complainant's belief that violated DoD �400.11�5 and the 3rivacyAct of 1974. 
Finall , and all took the con ective actions directed by 

in that they remove access to those telework 
agreements, which ev1 ences their reasonable e 1e t at a violation occmTed. We detennined 
that, regardless of whether or not - and- determination and direction were 
accurate, Complainant had a reasonable belief aa privacy violationoccurred, as - and 
- , two members of the DINFOS staff who should be knowledgeable regarding DoD 
Privacy Act Program policy, con oborated his belief that a privacy violation had occun ed. 
)inally, under5 U.S.C. 2302(b)(8) disclosures can be made to anyone. Therefore,. 
- was an authorized recipient of a protected disclosure. 

Disclosure to - regarding privacy violations (unauthorized access of telenvork 
agreements) on January 28, 2014 

B. Was Complainant the subject of an actual or threatened personnel action? Yes 

We detennined that Complainant was the subject of one personnel action. 

April 18, 2014, Downgraded FYI 4 Performance Appraisal 

On April 18, 2014-Redaction, as the rater, and- , as the reviewer, signed 
Complainant's FY14 perf01m ance appraisal. Complainant received "Met" ratings for the critical 
elements of "Teamwork" and "Suppo1ts Organizational Goals and Mission," resulting in an 
overall Level 3, "Acceptable" rating. Complainant 's two previous ratings for FY12 and FY13 
were the highest possible in all critical elements and he received Level 5 "Excellent" ratings for 
those two appraisal periods. 5 USC 2302(a)(2)(A)(viii) states that perfo1mance evaluations are 
persollllel actions. 

As described above, we dete1mined based on a preponderance of evidence that 
Complainantwas the subMect of a personnel apersonnel action which is likely to negatively affect his career 
when - and- administered Complainant the FY14 pe1formance appraisal that 
contained lower ratings than the previous two years, evidencing diminished perfo1mance 
capabilities 
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C. Did the responsible management official(s) have knowledge of Complainant ' s 
protected disclosures or perceive Complainant as making or preparing protected 
disclosures? Yes 

Janumy 28, 2014, Disclosure to regarding privacy violations involving the 
unauthorized access oftelework folders 

As described above,- testified that he did not have any knowledge that 
Com lainant disclosed privacy violations regarding unauthorized access of telework folders to 

and we have no reason to doubt his credibility, therefore, that protected 
disclosme could not have been a contributing factor in- concmTence on 
Complainant's FY14 performance appraisal. 

As described below, we detennined that - knew that Complainant disclosed 
alleged privacy violations regarding unauthori]ed access to telework ftelework folders to 

On Janua1y 28, 2014, Complainant advised that he violated privacy 
regulations by havin unauthorized access to telework agreements of employees. Specifically, 
Complainant told , because he was not Complainant's supervisor he was not 
authorized to have us te ewor agreement. - testified that he told in 
the presence ofComplainant during the same conversation, "Hey man, just so you know, you 
can't do that. You're not our supervisor. - has to collect these. Because I don 't have a 

1<loin m telework aareement but that 's a persollllel issue. That has to be done by 
or testified that he was aware Complainant had 

p d a out rm or having unauthorized access of his telework 
agreement. Subsequent! , then approached- and acknowledaed that 
he caused the problem. testified that he had a conversation with 
about his unauthorized access of telework agreements once he became aware of the alleged 
privacy violation. 

On March 13, 2014.- emailed- and 5edaction, and stated "Boss, 
Wish I'd worded it a little differently. +ave ssince emailed acouple notes to redaction
Suffice to say,- [Complainant] and redaction continuecontinue to stay busy w/their [with their] 
agendas." 

Timing 

- became aware Complainant's Janua1y 28, 2014, protected disclosme 80 days 
prior to when he issued Complainant his FY14 perfonnance appraisal. 

We conclude Complainant's Janua1y 28, 2014, disclosure of privacyviolations to 
could have been a contributing factor in- , but not , 

decision to administer Complainant a downgraded FY14 perfonnance appraisal. 
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Janumy 28, 2014, Disclosure to - regarding privacy violations involving the 
unauthorized access ofteleworkfolders 

We detennined that-and-knew that Complainant disdisclosed privacy 
violations regarding unauthori]ed access oftelework foldersto-. 

Timing 

-and knowledae of Complainant's January 28, 2014, disclosme 
occurred �0 days prior toto and administering Complainant's FY14 
perfo1mance appraisal. 

We conclude Complainant's January 28, 2014, disclosme ofalleged 
Agency officials could have been a contributing factor in-and decision 
to administer Complainant a downgraded FY14 perfo1mance appraisal. 

D. Would the same personnel action have been taken, withheld, or threatened 
absent the protected disclosures? No 

Once a preponderance of the evidence establishes that one or more protected disclosmes 
could have contributed to the decision to take the personnel action, the case is substantiated 
unless clear and convincing evidence establishes that the personnel action would have been taken 
even in the absence of the protected disclosmes. 

April 18, 2014, Downgraded FY 14 Performance Appraisal 

We detennined that- would not have given Complainant an overall rating of 
Level 3, "Acceptable" in his FY14 perfo1mance appraisal absent Complainant's protected 
disclosmes. 

We dete1mined that- would have concUITed on Complainant's FY14 
perfo1mance appraisal absent Complainant 's protected disclosure. 
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- Stated Reasons 

- testified that he gave Complainant a FY14 perfo1mance appraisal resulting in 
a rating of "Met" for the critical element of "Supports Organizational Goals and Mission," and a 
"Met" rating for the critical element of"Teamwork,'' with an overall perfo1mance appraisal 
rating of /evel �, $cceptable, because Complainant consistently "whined" about problems in 
the office. --opined that Complainant would publicly complain "maybe once eve1y 

1 f weeks," which negatively affected the culture, and the atmosphere within the faculty. 
used the above behaviors in determining Complainant's overall )<14 performance 

g though questioned as to what Complainant "whined" about, - could not 
provide specific examples of issues within the workplace, but merely used the general te1m 
"whining." 

$lthough providing anan unsigned memorandum, dated August 12, 2014, to suppo1t his 
asse1tion- did not recall presenting that memorandum to Complainant, but believed he 
talked to him about the issue. Ifhe did present the memorandum or talk to Complainant about 
the issue, considering the date of the memorandum, the event at issue occurred almost four 
months after he signed Complainant's appraisal. Fmthe1more,- interim appraisal of 
Complainant's perfo1mance did not provide any indication that Complainant's performance in 
the areas of "Supporting Organizational Goals and Mission" and "Teamwork" was worse than 
the previous year. Finally, the narrative po1tion of Complainant's end-of-year FY14 appraisal 
contained nothing but positive comments about the Complainant. Aliiculation of Complainant's 
subpar perfo1mance and the necessary changes in performance to raise his rating for these critical 
elements were absent. 

In support of his decision to downgrade Complainant in FY14- stated that 
"you 've got to really have some pretty profound and detailed justification for an "exceeds" and 
offered the fact that he submitted Complainant for "Rookie of the year" iu 2012 as his 
justification for giving Complainant a higher rating in FY12. He provided no explanation, 
however, for the higher rating he gave Complainant in FY13. Also, when further questioned 
why he rated Complainant as "met" in teamwork,- stated only that it was"not au "F" 
on his repo1t card, and mentioned that he put him in for a cash awardaward. - provided no 
additional justification for lowering the Complainant's Teamwork rating in FY14. 

Other than redaction own testimony regardingComplainant's 'whining,'' no own testimon '
additional evidence was presented to support stated reasons for the overall 
"Acceptable" rating he gave in Complainant's FY14 pe ormance appraisal. 

- Motive to Reprise 

We detennined there was evidence that Complainant
sdisclosures regarding alleged 
privacy violations to - resulted in- issuing a counseling MFR 
reflecting a privacy violation within his division and therefore, provided with motive 
to administer Complainant a downgraded FY14 Level 3 "Acceptable" pe1formance appraisal 
rating. Specifically, - supe1visor, - ' administered- a counseling
MFR for the privacy violations reported by Complainant 75 days prior to rating and signing 
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Complainant's FY14 perfonnance appraisal, which reflected negatively on- lack of 

oversight of his personnel. 

In addition, as described above 
motive to reprise. Specifically, 
and Agency officials were disrnptive to 

sta 
actions and comments expose a possible 

that t Complainant's disclosmes to coworkers 
depa1tment. - testified 

Complainant and- were "stirring t mgs up and causing >my@ department notnot to be able 
to function smoothly." 

Additionally,- statement in the March 13, 2014, email to also 
reflected strong motive to reprise against Complainant. Specifically, 
Complainant's reporting of privacy violations constituted an "agenda.' 
stated: 

Fmther- denigrated Complainant in his discussion with knowing 
full well that his negative comments could hinder the Complainant's ability to obtain a 
promotion and futme employment. testified that - questioned if 
Complainant actually had a bachelor's degree and his learning potential, and stated that he would 
not rehire Complainant, if the situation presented itself, because he was not the "team player" 
- hoped he would be. 

Stated Reasons 

- testified he only had periodic contact while Complainantworked at DINFOS 
and did not oversee hishis daily perfonnance. As a result of - being Complainant's 
second-line supe1visor, he did not uestion rating for Complainant's FY14 
perfo1mance appraisal and that narratives or "Supports 2rgani]ational *oalsGoals and 
Mission," and "Teamwork" matched the "Met" critical element ratings. - testified, "I 
just look at what the statements are and I can tell by looking at this these are not excellent. 
There's not enough there to justify an excellent bullet." 

Motive to Reprise 

Complainant's protected disclosure to - could have motivated- in his 
decision to concur on Complainant's FY14 performance appappraisal because Complainant
s 
disclosme resulted in a P ALD privacy violation, which fell under- as the-

. Additionally, as a result of- andComplainant
sdisclosures, 
had to take action agains- by administering him a counseling MFR 

outlining the supposed privacy violations and proper safeguarding procedures.procedmes. However, the 
MFR was not disciplinary, an supported- actions. Additionally, we 
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found no evidence to suggest that- was so personallyclose to - that he 
would reprise against Complainant to support -

- , however, testified that - nanatives suppo1ted Complainant's 
overallperformance appraisal was only a second line su ervisor who appraisal rating and that because he was
did not have the opportunity to observe CComplainant's perf01mance, he trusted 
judgment. In addition, -
decision to concur with Complainant's FY14 pe1formance appraisal rating. 

Disparate Treatment 

DINFOS HR provided comparator data documenting FY13 and FY14 

PALD 
appraisals for PALD GS employees. In FY13, the data showed that 
as Rating and Reviewin Officials, res ectivel rated five -
Com lainant), and two PALD as Level 5 "Excellent In FY14, 

and rated four (including Complainant) and two _ 
Outof si[ performance ap 1sted in the DINFOS HR data showing ratmgs byappra1sa s 
and- in FY14, Complainant and Redaction 4, the only two whistleblowers, 

received downgraded performance appraisals from a Level 5 "Excellent" to a Level 3 
"Acceptable." 

As described above, we dete1mined by clear and convincing evidence that-
would not have taken the sameersonnel actions against Complainant absent his protected 
disclosures, and that would have taken the same personnel action against 
Complainant absent s protected disclosures. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

knew ofComplainant

administered 

's disclosures involving privacy violations to 
. As a result of Complainant's disclosures,-

a counseling MFR for PIT violations. :e found by a preponderance ofof 
evidence that Comp amant's protected disclosures contributed to - downgrade of 
Complainant's FY14 perf01mance appraisal. Fmther, - did not provide clear and 
convincing evidence that he would have downgraded Complainant's appraisal absent the 
protected disclosures. - failed to provide any specific instances ofcomplainant's 
"whining" other than the PIT violation and how it affected the depa1tment. We, therefore, found 
that he did so in reprisal for Complainant's protected disclosure to Agency officials. 

- demonstrated animus toward Complainant in his discussion with 

continue to stay busy w/their agendas." 
were "stirringthings up" in a way that prevente 

because he did not conconsider Complainant a team player and in his email to 
- when he stated that the-
also stated that 5edaction and Complainant were

4 As stated in the findings offact,- leftDINFOS by April 6, 2014, for a- position, before the FY14 
appraisal was approved. He did not receive the FY14 appraisal, it was not entered in hisofficial personnel file, and 
it has not affected his career. 
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depa1iment from functioning smoothly. However, he did not provide evevidence that 
Complainant's actions were actually detrimental. As- did not provide any justification 
on Complainant's FY14 appraisal for downgrading him on the two critical elements,and he 
failed to provide evidence that Complainant's "whining" detrimentally affected the organi]ation, 
we found that Complainant's protected disclosures were, at least a part of the reason Redactionat 
downgraded the downgraded only Complainant's the Complainant's appraisal. Further, 
and appraisals; the only employees whocou e considered whistleblowers. 
While it is possible that both Complainant's and- perfonnance diminished, 
- did not provide clear or convincing evidence toto demonstrate that in his testimony or 
on the Complainant
s aappraisal. Although- stated that he addressed Complainant
s 
performance with him, he couldnot remember any specific conversations. - provided
only one MFR to suppo1t his downgrade of Complainant' s appraisal, which. was prepared after 
Complainant's FY14 perf01mance appraisal. 

- interim appraisal of Complainant did not provide any indicationindication that 
Complainant's perfo1mance was worse than the previous year. Lastly, stated that 
"you 've got to really have some pretty profound and detailed justification or an "exceeds" and 
that he submitted Complainant for "Rookie of the year" in 2012. When further quesuestioned why 
Complainant's perfo1mance dropped to a "met" in teamwork for FY14, stated only 
that it was "not an "F" on his repo1t card," and mentioned that he put Comp amant in for a cash 
award. 

By letter dated August 2, 2016, we provided the opportunity to comment on 
the results of our investigation. In his response, wrote that he disagreed with the 
conclusion of the repo1t of investigation and that e never reprised against any subordinate who 
reported violations. +owever, he offered nono additional evidence suppo1ting his reply. After 
carefully considering--- response, we stand by our conclusion that he administered 
Complainant a downgraded FY14 pe1formance appraisal in reprisal for his protected disclosures. 

- knew of one disclosure Complainant made to alleging privacy- rivacy
violations. As a result of Complainant's disclosure administered a 
counseling MFR for privacy violations. Since was Complainant's secon - line 
su ervisor he did not oversee Complainant's daily work perf01mance and did not question 

rating of Complainant. - supported Complainant
sFY14 pe1formance 
appra1sa ecause he believed the nanabves provided by- matched the critical element 
ratings and he trusted- judgment. In addition, he definitively denied that 
Complainant's protected disclosures mmotived him to reprise against him, and we found no reason 
to doubt his credibility. We found by clear and convincing evidence that 
concunence with Complainant's )<14 performance apappraisal was not in reprisal for 
Complainant's protected disclosure to - . 
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VIII. CONCLUSION(S) 

We conclude that: 

A. - administered Complainant a downgraded FY14 performance appraisal in 
reprisal for his protected disclosures. 

B. concurrence of Complainant's downgraded FY14 performance 
appraisal was not in reprisal for his protected disclosures. 

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. We recommend that the Director of the Defense Media Activity review, reevaluate 
and implement appropriate remedial action with respect to Complainant's 
downgraded FY14 performance appraisal. 

B. 	 We recommend that the Director of the Defense Media Activity take appropriate 
action with respect to- for the substantiated reprisal against Complainant. 
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